RULES
NSF FEE: $35.00
1. PROCESSING FEE, $5.00 is included in entry. NO LATE FEES!

2. PRE-ENTRIES- can pay with a Cashier's check, money order or Personal Check~ payable to
ROCKIN A&D PRODUCTIONS. All late entries received after the draw has been posted will
be placed at the bottom of the draw. CASH ONLY for late entries at the show.

3. SUBSTITUTION OF HORSE- No Substitution of another horse. This is an average race.
Must run an average on same horse.

4. Run Formats - Will be run in a 5D format on Friday ~ Saturday & Sunday.
1D = fastest time of the race,
2D = fastest time of the race plus 0.500 second
3D = fastest time of the race plus 1.000 second,
4D = fastest time of the race plus 1.500 seconds,
5D = fastest time of the race plus 2.000 seconds.
The Youth Barrel Race will be run in a 5D format Saturday & Sunday.
1D = fastest time of the race,
2D = fastest time of the race plus 0.500 second,
3D = fastest time of the race plus 1.000 second,
4D = fastest time of the race plus 1.500 seconds,
5D = fastest time of the race plus 2.000 seconds.

YOUTH AGE: Is 13 years and under as of January 1st, of present calendar year *Show Proof of
Birthday at entry table*!

PAYOUT % ~ 75% of all entry fees and 100% of all added money.

5. CHECK IN- Upon arrival please take the time to check in with our office personal. There you
will get your RV & STALL unlocked. All contestants should also confirm their draw position.
6. STALLS & RV’s - There are 480 stalls at the Coushatta Casino Pavilion Barns that will be
available. Stalls will be $55/weekend or $35/day. Shavings will be available for purchase on the
show grounds for $10.00 each. NO TIE OUTS (facility rules) RADP, LLC.Is not reasonable for
your horse/s getting loose or injured. NO! Tying horses in the alleyway of the barn’s... Stalls
will be pre-assigned.
*RV's are available for $55/weekend or $35/day
7. DRESS CODE - Contestant must wear jeans and boots or heels down shoes. (Dress
Appropriate)!
8. SPORTSMANSHIP - All contestants and their family members are expected to display good
sportsmanship at all times. No level of abuse toward any animal or human at RADP, LLC.’S
event will be allowed.
9. VENDORS - There shall be no selling of any type of merchandise or professional service on
the arena grounds, in stalls or at trailers without a vendor contract with RADP, LLC. Vendor fees
will be $150.00 for inside Pavilion weekend rate & $100.00 for outside Pavilion weekend rate.
10. ENTERING ARENA- ROCKIN A&D PRODUCTIONS will have a Holding Pen. Each
contestant MUST enter the holding pen during the drag before the run and check in with the gate
worker. Once the first contestant in that drag exits the holding pen, NO ONE else will be allowed
to enter the holding pen. Once your name is called and you exit the holding pen, you are allowed
to turn back to the back gates that will be shut and turn to start. Once you exit the holding pen,
you have 60 seconds/ 3 gate calls to break the plane of the alley in a forward motion. If you do
not break the plane of the alley within 60 seconds and or in a forward motion you will be
disqualified. The back gates will be open for you to run out of. If for some reason you can’t get
your horse down the alley to the holding pen, you can either hand walk them into the holding pen
or enter through the side gate. Remember to check in with the gate worker.
*WE WILL BE RUNNING TO A CLOSED GATE

11. Time begins when the contestant crosses the starting line.

12. A No Time will be given to any contestant for the following reasons:
A. If the contestant circles their horse after entering the arena. Must keep forward motion once
breaking the plane of the arena.
B. If the contestant misses the pattern.
C. If the contestant runs out of turn. It is the contestant’s responsibility to know their draw
position.
D. If the contestant knocks over a barrel. A no time will also be given if a barrel is knocked over
and it sets up again on either end. Touching a barrel, including keeping it from falling is
permitted without penalty.
E. If the contestants horse or if the contestant falls during their run in such a manner to break the
pattern or if the contestant falls off their horse.
F. If contestant is unable to get their horse in the arena in the 60 second time limit.
G. If contestant breaks any rules in the RADP, LLC rule book this can result in a
disqualification!

13. ENTRIES- A horse may not be shown by more than one person unless:
A. Both contestants are members of the same immediate family (husband, wife,
children/grandchildren).
B. In no case will the same horse be run more than twice in the same barrel race. Unless it’s the
families only horse.
C. Neither contestant is showing any other horse in that race.

14. Only one horse in the arena, or alleyway at any time during competition unless you ask
another contestant to help you get into the arena.

15. RE-RUNS- shall be granted if the timers fail to work properly or if the barrels are not placed
properly on their markers. Any penalty incurred on the original run shall not be applied against
the rerun; however, any penalty occurring on the rerun shall result in a no time.

16. Contestants who are given a no time either for missing the pattern or knocking down a barrel
may complete the pattern. However, show management may, at its discretion, ask a rider who is
taking excessive time to train to leave the arena immediately. *Penalties could occur*

17. If any contestant times are tied, the prize money will be split equally. A flip of a coin
between the tied contestants will determine the tie for any awards.

18. Exhibitions- will be $5.00 each and will have a one (1) minute time limit. A $5.00 fine for
each exhibition over one (1) minute will be applied. We will cut off exhibitions at times given.
Show will start on time. We will be running a time slot sheet.

19. CHECK RETURN- There will be a $35 service charge on all NSF checks from the bank for
any reason. If a check is not replaced with a cashier’s check or money order within 10 days after
the check is dated, the contestant will be put on the ineligible list.

20. RIDER CHANGE- If you pre-entered and wish to change riders under emergency
circumstances you may do so until one week prior to show. This action will incur a $25.00 fine.
Keep in mind; once the original rider has been changed they may not participate on this horse
again for the entire weekend.
21. PHOTO RELEASE-Contestant hereby irrevocably grants full permission for RADP, LLC
or others affiliated with and authorized by RADP, LLC, to use and publish any photographs,
video tapes, or movies taken of contestant at the event, even if such use and publication is for
commercial or promotional purposes.

22. No Parking: In rows between the barns. (Short Term unloading only please) No parking
within 25 feet of the end of the barn, or designated fire lanes. Please do not block the
aisles.

23. All contestants entering should enter under the horse(s) register name so that we can report
their earnings to Equistat.

24. ALL HORSES MUST HAVE A CURRENT NEGATIVE COGGINS TEST. BE
PREPARED TO SHOW YOUR COGGINS PAPERS IN THE SHOW OFFICE.

25. DRAWING OUT- A draw out refund for entry fees, stall fees, shavings and RV fees, less the
processing fees will be granted to qualifying contestants for vet outs and or doctor excuses
PRIOR TO PRE DRAW! You must provide a form from your vet or a Dr. Excuse. Refunds will
be mailed within two (2) weeks after the date of the show.

26. AWARDS-The contestant does not have to be present to receive awards, but awards will not
be shipped. If a contestant has left the premises before collecting their awards he/she may either
designate a person to pick up the awards for him/her or make arrangements to collect the awards

at another event. If awards are not picked up after a year, then they will be donated back to the
show for silent auction items.
27. CHECKS- RADP, LLC will issue checks; and winner will have 30days to cash the check or
it will be no good.
28. How Hard Can It Be? Significant others Barrel Race; (Husband's, Dad's, Brother's, Son’s) .
You must ride your significant other's barrel horse. All other rules apply.
29. Any issues not covered by the written rules of RADP, LLC will be addressed with show
management and such decisions will stand as a rule. Any questions or disputes which may arise
during RADP, LLC event not covered by the above rules will be decided and settled by
ROCKIN A&D PRODUCTIONS, LLC management and all decisions will be final. RADP, LLC
Management reserves the right to change or adjust any rules as deemed necessary.

